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Gregg Breinberg is the chorus director at PS 22, a public school on Staten 
Island in New York, who encourages his fourth and fifth grade students to grow as 
musicians and as human beings. You may be familiar with this chorus from past 
viral videos with various celebrities, but I learned of them through a recent episode 
of The Daily podcast. 

As I listened to Breinberg being interviewed about moving to online learning 
and the video that the chorus produced for their final performance this year, I 
recognized our scripture coming to life. Then I watched the video and heard Paul’s 
words afresh, “For as in one body we have many members, and not all the 
members have the same function, so we, who are many, are one body in Christ, 
and individually we are members of one another. We have gifts that differ 
according to the grace given to us.”   

In order to create this final performance, each student received an audio 
track of Breinberg singing their part to use when practicing and when recording a 
video of themselves singing. The students weren’t physically together in a room 
listening to each other as usual for this performance. Instead, they listened to their 
teacher’s voice as their guide and trusted themselves to let their emotions and 
voices flow. 

Breinberg took all these heartfelt tracks and produced a beautifully moving 
video of the chorus singing “The Scientist” by Coldplay. The solos were lovely, 
but the blending of all the voices is what made my heart sing. Each student simply 
had to do their part, to share their individual gift, in order for this chorus to share 
the fullness of this performance. 

Each student had his or her purpose within this piece, but as I reflected on 
Tracey Mehr-Muska’s thoughts on purpose in her book Weathering the Storm, I 
found myself inspired by Breinberg’s purpose. He has been teaching at PS 22 for 
twenty years, and as he spoke about his students it was clear to me that he is 
absolutely doing what brings him joy.  
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He embodies the spirit of the well-known Frederick Buechner quote, “The 
place God calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the world's 
deep hunger meet.” Brienburg has found his place of calling and purpose in 
teaching, but unfortunately finding the place where your deep gladness and 
the world’s deep hunger meet doesn’t prevent the storms of life from rolling 
in. 

Moving to online learning has clearly been one of those storms as Breinberg 
describes the move as a challenge unlike any in his career, but his deep sense of 
purpose has helped strengthen his resilience and overcome the obstacles of 
teaching music and leading a chorus remotely. 

While reflecting on the importance of purpose in building our resilience, I 
was drawn to our church’s purpose statement with fresh eyes as we are weathering 
this storm of living during a pandemic. As a church, we state as our purpose to 
joyfully follow Christ and respond to God’s grace as an inclusive, 
multigenerational faith community by: 

• Deepening discipleship through relevant worship and life-long learning 

• Creating and nurturing congregational relationships 

• Transforming lives and connecting with others though service 

We spent a great deal of time as a faith community in 2016 opening 
ourselves to being transformed by the renewing of our minds so that we could 
discern God’s will for us, but my question for us today is “Are we successfully 
living into our purpose statement?”  

If the church is the building, as some might believe, then we would have to 
say we are failing to live out our purpose these past few months as we haven’t 
physically been gathering together. But if the church is the people as we believe, 
then the answer is very different.  

 During this time of physical separation, we the people continue to deepen 
discipleship through worship and learning as we gather here for worship and also 
virtually for Sunday School and Bible studies; we the people continue to create and 
nurture congregational relationships through Growth Groups via Zoom and 
members reaching out to connect with one another; and we the people continue to 
transform lives and serve others as a congregation through new 2NDSAT 
opportunities and as individuals by serving directly with mission partners such as 
One Gen Away and GraceWorks.  
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So in response to my earlier question, I joyfully answer yes!  Yes, we are 
continuing to live into our purpose even during these trying times. Yes, we are the 
church joyfully responding to God’s grace together even as we are physically 
apart. Yes, we are transforming lives with God’s help.  

In addition to this communal purpose we have as members of First 
Presbyterian Church Franklin, we have an even stronger communal purpose as the 
Church universal for “we, who are many, are one body in Christ.” This unity in 
Christ can sometimes be confused for uniformity, but Paul makes it clear that unity 
is much different than all being the same or uniform as he goes on to write, “We 
have gifts that differ according to the grace given to us.” 

Borrowing Gregg Breinberg’s words, we need each other. He wants his 
students to know that when you work together with people while keeping your own 
individuality, sharing what you have to offer, and being open to what other people 
have to offer, you learn what life is all about. Breinburg believes that their music 
class is an allegory for the world, an allegory for a world which we all long for in 
hope.  

If each of the students sang the same part, it wouldn’t have been as beautiful. 
It was the blending of the voices, the different notes but also the variety of tones of 
each voice, that brought the deeper beauty.  

Our gifts differ and are unique to us according the grace given by God not 
according to what we earn or create. Unity ultimately occurs when our diversity of 
gifts is used in harmony to bring about God’s work of transforming the world. If 
we all had the same gifts, the world and our church wouldn’t be able to thrive. 

Just as the students at PS 22 were open to learning in new ways and brave 
enough to joyfully record their part knowing it would be united with others to 
create one beautiful body of work, we as followers of Christ and a faith community 
must open our minds and hearts to joyfully listen for that still small voice guiding 
us to courageously live into our unique purpose and do our part knowing it will be 
united with all work in the body of Christ to transform our world to the glory of 
God. 

May it be so. Amen. 

 


